Better Products Through Mechanical Variation Management
CETOL 6σ for NX Teamcenter Integration Service
This integration service allows CETOL for NX users the ability to manage CETOL data files easily within the Teamcenter environment. Specifically, once
implemented, CETOL users will be able to start a new CETOL session directly from within Teamcenter after having selected the desired design models,
automatically save the single CETOL .cxm data file within Teamcenter upon completion of a CETOL session, and be able to edit the previously selected
CETOL analysis by selecting it and initiating a CETOL session from within Teamcenter.
The service includes installation of the Teamcenter Simulation Management add on from Siemens (licensed separately), configuration of Teamcenter
Simulation Management to support the interactions with CETOL, installation of necessary scripts and resources on one client workstation, and testing of
integration. Installation scripts with associated documentation will also be provided for configuration of other client machines by the customer.

Dependencies/Restrictions:
1.

Customer must have licensed 1 seat of Teamcenter Simulation 								
Management for every intended CETOL user accessing this capability. This license is NOT included in this proposal.

2.

Siemens NX, Teamcenter Rich Client, and CETOL must already be installed on the target client workstation. Other workstations will need to be
similarly configured to run the provided client-side scripts.

3.

The customer will provide access to Teamcenter installation media for the corresponding installed version. If not possible, the installation media are
to be retrieved from Siemens Download Server which will require an internet access.

4.

The customer will provide remote access to a Windows user with administration privileges on client workstation, preferably the same user which was
used to install NX and the Teamcenter Rich Client.

5.

The customer will provide remote access to the Teamcenter application server.

6.

No data migration are to be performed during this engagement.

NOTE: Our standard product assumes either Teamcenter Simulation is not already installed or, if it is, no customizations have been made. Sigmetrix will perform an assessment to
see if the standard offering is appropriate, or if additional customization work will need to be include for an additional fee.
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